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An easy-to-use solution to locate MAC addresses on LAN and WLAN, based on the concept of checking the MAC addresses on
a single host or all hosts on the LAN or WLAN. You can specify a range of IP addresses. Portable MAC Address Scanner Pros:
• Easy to use • Scan single host or entire network • Scan Range of IP addresses • Reads / Writes IP address • Identifies LAN /
WLAN MAC address • Identifies IP address • Preserves Network settings • No installation required • Portable MAC Address
Scanner Cons: • No help file • No advanced features • Not compatible with Windows Vista • Not compatible with Windows 7
The program is available for you to download free, but if you really like it, please consider to buy us a coffee or a beer by
clicking the paypal button below. The coffee will enable us to maintain the site with free tools and keep the program always
free. Best regards, Jung Mehlert Software Developer since 2004 Since: Aug 2012 Platform: Windows User rating: 5 stars 1183
downloads Portable MAC Address Scanner review by Anna E. Wilson Portable MAC Address Scanner Review: Another utility
I'm aware of (MAC Address Finder) can search by IP addresses, which is a great way to find hosts on a local network by the
MAC address. While MAC Address Finder is a Windows application, Portable MAC Address Scanner works on any platform.
Portable MAC Address Scanner Portable MAC Address Scanner isn't a powerful tool, but it's very quick to run. Because I don't
have to deal with an installation, I'm able to run MAC Address Scanner on any computer I wish to. It's important to note that
Portable MAC Address Scanner can only find MAC addresses when searching for a single host. It cannot search for hosts or a
range of IP addresses. For the most part, Portable MAC Address Scanner works very well. It's intuitive, and I was easily able to
run it from any Windows machine. MacAddressScanner Like the name implies, it's designed to be portable. When I ran it on
my Mac, it was pretty fast. I also was easily able to run it from any Mac, which was a bonus. I was impressed with the speed,
and the ease

Portable MAC Address Scanner Serial Key Free

It's a very simple but very powerful network scanner. You can scan a single host or a whole network with a single click. Low
memory usage (less than 100K) and no install, no hassle and it works even on XP. The results are saved in a text file for further
inspection. MAC address detection based on DNS. It does not create any registry entries and does not update your desktop. How
to install and use? Put the downloaded ZIP file in any directory on your computer, then right-click on the exe file and choose
"Run" from the context menu. Mac Address Scanner will launch and scan the local network automatically. If you want to scan a
single host, point it to the IP address of the desired target. The results can be saved in a txt or xml format, for further inspection.
A regular version of MAC Address Scanner is available for download here. MAC Address Scanner Description 1. Extract the
ZIP file. 2. Double-click the "MAC Address Scanner.exe" to run the app. 3. Use the options to specify the scan. You can scan a
single host or an entire network. 4. Click "Start" to scan the local network. 5. The results are saved in a TXT or XML file, for
further inspection. NOTE: The report file contains the host IP, MAC address and the status of each detected host. The location
of the executable file is saved in the registry. The file name is:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Classes\CLSID\{0111CCA5-FF95-46D2-BE1C-5E6E7D6E3D2C}\FriendlyName
To save the location of your executable files you can copy the following value into the registry: How to use MAC Address
Scanner? 1. Extract the ZIP file. 2. Double-click the "MAC Address Scanner.exe" to run the app. 3. Use the options to specify
the scan. You can scan a single host or an entire network. 4. Click "Start" to scan the local network. 5. The results are saved in a
TXT or XML file, for further inspection. The following guide describes the usage of this application 81e310abbf
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Scanner for Mac addresses Portable version for Windows Easy to use Command line Mac address detector and analyzer The
information that is displayed Local network for Mac addresses Address detection for local network Scan for Mac addresses
Scan a single computer Scan entire network Recursively scan the network Eliminate all possible MAC address mask
(00:00:00:00:00:00) Can be customized Recursive scan all networks Verification Recursive scan entire networks Exact match
Add to favorites Small program Add to scheduler Wireless IP address scanner Mac is a lightweight, portable utility that helps in
scanning all known wireless LAN IP addresses in a neighborhood or enterprise. This tool allows you to scan wireless networks
and retrieve the list of discovered APs for further investigation. You can specify the local wireless network through a variety of
ways, including a physical network name or SSID. Wireless IP address scanner Mac supports both Apple and PC Windows, and
all IP addresses are scanned immediately. Use the intuitive interface and you can detect APs right away and start working with
details. Wireless IP address scanner Mac is fast and lightweight, plus it has a friendly user interface. You can customize the
program for your specific needs. Wireless IP address scanner Mac can scan multiple SSIDs simultaneously. Wireless IP address
scanner Mac includes a couple of useful advanced features. Wireless IP address scanner Mac allows you to detect MAC
addresses for all IP addresses in the list. Included the exact match feature, which allows you to scan an IP address exactly.
Wireless IP address scanner Mac allows you to detect the exact IP address as well as the mask, for example, 192.168.12.11 with
a mask of 255.255.255.0. Program Features: Lightweight and portable. Scan a single computer or an entire network in seconds.
Scan in real time. Identify and detect all local IP addresses. Helpfully provides all information for each IP address discovered.
Scan for IPv6 address. Detect hidden networks (only available in Professional edition). Use the exact match feature to get
results for an exact match. Available for both PC and Mac platforms. Compatible with any SSID/network name. Also works
with USB pen drives. Advanced features. Detect hidden networks.

What's New In?

MAC Address Scanner is a small and portable software utility that can locate the MAC address of computers and printers on
your local network, or scan the whole network for the MAC address in a specified IP range. With just one click, MAC Address
Scanner can quickly scan a single computer or entire network and then export the MAC address information to an excel report
file. In addition, users can easily set up and schedule MAC Address Scanner to run at a specific time or on a recurring basis.
Mac Address Scanner Features: * Automatically detect and identify computers or printers on the network * Quickly scan single
hosts or entire network * Export the list of MAC addresses to a report file * Set up and schedule MAC Address Scanner to run
at specific time or on recurring basis * Easy to operate and understand interface * It does not update the Start menu and
Windows registry * It does not introduce new applications on the machine * It does not install any network drivers or update the
hardware configuration * It does not require administrator rights * It does not modify system settings * It does not scan or
modify any data on the network or on computers * It does not show any ads or any kind of pop-ups * It is very light on the
system resources * It does not require the user to download any kind of installer * It does not update the license key * It does
not change any settings * It does not collect any personal information * It does not delete any network information This is the
portable version of MAC Address Scanner, a fast and easy-to-understand program which scans a single host or entire network
for MAC addresses by IP range. It includes some pretty intuitive features that can be figured out by users with minimal
background in networking utilities. Since there is no installation involved, you can put the executable file in any folder on the
disk and just click it to run. The alternative is to save a copy of MAC Address Scanner on a pen drive or other mass storage
device, to be able to use it on any machine effortlessly and without previous installers. What's more, the Windows registry and
Start menu are not updated with new entries, as this usually happens with installers. The user-friendly GUI consists of a simple
frame with a normal layout, where you can specify the scan target between single host and network. For the last option you have
to point out a range of IP addresses. Scanning starts with the simple click of a button. The list of results shows the host IP and
MAC address, along with the status for each identified entry. This information can be exported to a report file for safekeeping
and closer inspection. There are no other notable features available here. MAC Address Scanner is very low-demanding when it
comes to CPU and RAM, so its impact on system performance is minimal. There were no issues
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System Requirements:

Note: The recommended specifications below are minimums. Please see the game's readme.txt for details on specific system
requirements. Minimum Recommended OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32bit or 64bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
2.2GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0-compatible video card with Shader Model 2.0 support
Hard Disk: 5GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0
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